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Abstract 10 

The three-dimensional assessment of ring-fault geometries and kinematics at active 11 

caldera volcanoes is typically limited by sparse field, geodetic or seismological data, or by 12 

only partial ring-fault rupture or slip. Here we use a novel combination of spatially dense 13 

InSAR time-series data, numerical models and sand-box experiments to determine the 14 

three-dimensional geometry and kinematics of a sub-surface ring-fault at Tendürek 15 

volcano in Turkey. The InSAR data reveal that the area within the ring-fault not only 16 

subsides, but also shows substantial westward-directed lateral movement. The models 17 

and experiments explain this as a consequence of a ‘sliding trapdoor’ ring-fault 18 

architecture that is mostly composed of outward-inclined reverse segments, most 19 

markedly so on the volcano’s western flanks but includes inward-inclined normal segments 20 

on its eastern flanks. Furthermore, the model ring-fault exhibits dextral and sinistral strike-21 

slip components that are roughly bilaterally distributed onto its northern and southern 22 

segments, respectively. Our more complex numerical model describes the deformation at 23 
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Tendürek better than an analytical solution for a single rectangular dislocation in a half-24 

space. Comparison to ring-faults defined at Glen Coe, Fernandina and Bárðarbunga 25 

calderas suggests that ‘sliding trapdoor’ ring-fault geometries may be common in nature 26 

and should therefore be considered in geological and geophysical interpretations of ring-27 

faults at different scales worldwide. 28 

 29 

Keywords: ring-fault architecture; caldera subsidence; Tendürek volcano; boundary 30 

element modeling; InSAR 31 

 32 

1. Introduction 33 

Sources of deformation at active volcanoes may comprise magma bodies (e.g., 34 

chambers, sills, dykes or conduits) (Dzurisin, 2007) or hydrothermal systems undergoing 35 

growth or pressure changes (Fournier, 1999), or may also include fracture systems 36 

undergoing opening-mode or shear displacement (i.e., fissures or faults) (Peltier et al., 37 

2009). Arcuate or ring-shaped fracture systems are commonly inferred or observed at 38 

modern and ancient volcanoes, and are generally related to local stress fields resulting 39 

from inflation or deflation of underlying magma bodies (Anderson, 1936). Ascertaining the 40 

three-dimensional geometry and kinematics of ring-faults is notoriously difficult, however, 41 

especially at active volcanic systems where they are ill-exposed or rapidly obscured 42 

(Geshi et al., 2002, Howard, 2010). Past approaches to this problem have relied on (1) 43 

rare and fragmentary field exposures, e.g. Glen Coe (Clough et al., 1909), (2) earthquake 44 

hypocenter distributions, e.g. Rabaul (Jones and Stewart, 1997), (3) seismic source 45 

inversions, e.g. Bárðarbunga (Fichtner and Tkalčić, 2010) or (4) inversion of gravimetric 46 

and sparse leveling data, e.g. Campi Flegrei (Beauducel et al., 2004). In addition, 47 

however, dense geodetic observations are made worldwide now by modern satellite radar 48 
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techniques (Ebmeier et al., 2013) and provide an alternative way to determine the three 49 

dimensional complexity of sub-surface deformation sources at volcanoes (e.g., Bathke et 50 

al., 2011, Bagnardi and Amelung, 2012, Jónsson, 2009, Shirzaei et al., 2013).  51 

In this paper, we aimed to infer the three-dimensional geometry and kinematics of an 52 

active ring-fault. We do this by modeling spatially dense geodetic data with a combined 53 

numerical and analog approach. Analysis of recently detected deformation at Tendürek 54 

volcano during 2003-2010 has shown that, after removing the contribution of a contracting 55 

sill-like source, the residual deformation contains strong evidence for an active sub-surface 56 

ring-fault (Bathke et al., 2013). Although the sill-like source could account for most of the 57 

deformation signal, effects of the suspected ring-fault on the signal were not directly 58 

modeled. To do this, we used the boundary element method to construct an improved 59 

model that accounts for the effect of topography and interaction of the ring-fault and the 60 

sill-like sources. Such a model better explains the geodetic data. Upon inverting for the 61 

unknown parameters of the sources, we resolved a “sliding trapdoor” architecture 62 

(Holohan et al., 2013) to the ring-fault in three dimensions. This means that the caldera is 63 

not just subsiding, but is also subject to considerable lateral motion. The plausibility of the 64 

inferred ring-fault architecture is supported by our analog subsidence models, which 65 

additionally reveal that such a geometry may be favored by off-centered depletion of a 66 

magma-reservoir. Comparing the geodetically-determined ring fault geometry at Tendürek 67 

volcano to those inferred via other approaches at other volcanoes, we hypothesize that 68 

asymmetric “sliding-trapdoor” geometry to ring-faults at active volcanoes might be the rule 69 

rather than the exception. 70 

2. Tendürek volcano  71 

Tendürek is a shield-volcano of mainly basaltic-trachytic magma composition and is 72 

located in Eastern Anatolia (Fig.1). Volcanism in Eastern Anatolia is related to the N-S 73 
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directed collision of the Arabian and Eurasian tectonic plates (Pearce et al., 1990), 74 

whereby westward movement of the laterally-escaping Anatolian plate (Fig. 1) results in 75 

partial melting of the lower lithosphere (Pearce et al., 1990; Reilinger et al., 2006). 76 

Tendürek volcano sits in a basin between two active dextral north-west or west-north-west 77 

oriented strike-slip faults (the Balık Gölü and Çaldıran Faults) that partially accommodate 78 

the continental collision.  79 

The volcano has an elongated edifice with gentle slopes (average ~7°) and two main 80 

summit craters aligned east-west. The earliest dated eruptive products at Tendurek are 81 

basaltic rocks with an age of 700 Kyr. While the youngest erupted products are dated to 82 

2,500 years ago, still more recent activity is suspected (Yılmaz et al., 1998). On the 83 

volcano’s western flanks, there is an arcuate fracture system that has been interpreted as 84 

the surface expression of a ring-fault that might have been created during a historic 85 

collapse event (Yilmaz et al., 1998) (inset Fig. 1). On the eastern flanks, blockage of old 86 

lava flows (>13.000 yrs) by fractures of this system gives a minimum age for it (Bathke et 87 

al., 2013). More detailed overviews of the geology and regional setting of the volcano are 88 

given by Yılmaz et al., (1998) and Bathke et al., (2013). 89 
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 90 

Fig. 1 (color, 2 columns): Study area, Tendürek volcano:  91 

Rapid eye image from 30th August 2011 in false color (red, green, blue channels are 92 

bands 5,3 and 2, respectively) of Tendürek volcano, modified after (Bathke et al., 93 

2013). White dashed and continuous lines mark faults inferred or observed by 94 

(Yılmaz et al., 1998). The black box marks the extent of the Envisat data that has 95 
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been used in the modeling (Bathke et al., 2013). The inset map shows the major 96 

plate movement directions, modified after (Reilinger et al., 2006). The study area 97 

(UTM zone S38) is marked with the white rectangle. The inset figure in the bottom 98 

right corner is a 3D perspective view of the western volcano flank (elevation contour 99 

lines in 200 m increments). Shown are the two summit craters of Tendürek and the 100 

arcuate fractures on the western flank system (white arrows). 101 

 102 

3. Methods 103 

3.1. InSAR data and time series analysis 104 

Here we provide a short summary of the InSAR data processing, since this is 105 

described in detail in our previous article on Tendürek volcano (Bathke et al., 2013). We 106 

generated two time series of the surface displacement fields at Tendürek volcano, from 107 

Envisat data of the ascending (19 images, I2 track 500) and descending (22 images, I2 108 

track 135) satellite tracks, by using the small baseline subset module of the StaMPS 109 

software (Hooper et al., 2012). Time series methods increase the signal-to-noise ratio of 110 

the data by reducing for example the atmospheric phase components and, therefore, 111 

increase the ability to detect very subtle deformation signals. The data span the periods 112 

2004-2009 and 2003-2010, and they comprise 47 and 52 interferograms from the 113 

ascending and descending tracks, respectively. We used a 90 m resolution SRTM digital 114 

elevation model to reduce the phase component caused by topography (Farr et al., 2007).  115 

3.2. Boundary Element Method (BEM) modeling 116 

Surface displacements can be used to investigate the underlying sub-surface 117 

processes through modeling. To do so, some assumptions about the properties of the sub-118 

surface medium and the source(s) of deformation have to be made. Due to the lack of 119 
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further information, we assume the sub-surface medium to be homogeneous, isotropic and 120 

linearly-elastic with a Young's modulus of 33 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 (Cayol and 121 

Cornet, 1998, Segall, 2010).  122 

The boundary element method (BEM) is a numerical approach to solve linear partial 123 

differential equations, such as those in the theory of linear elasticity. An advantage of the 124 

BEM is that only the boundaries of the different sources in the problem need to be 125 

discretized (Scavia, 1991). This reduces the amount of necessary computations 126 

significantly. Boundaries of sources that may have complex or irregular geometries, such 127 

as faults or magma bodies, can be represented by meshes of several triangular 128 

dislocations. Here we use the new artifact-free formulation of a triangular dislocation by 129 

(Nikkhoo and Walter, 2015). By introducing appropriate (traction) boundary conditions for 130 

each dislocation, we solve for the slip components of all of the triangular dislocations 131 

simultaneously. This way, the interaction of the triangular dislocations, which compose the 132 

sources and the topography, is taken into account (Salzer et al., 2014). We then calculate 133 

the stress and the displacement field for the whole model. 134 

On the basis of previous results (Bathke et al., 2013), we chose a model setup 135 

consisting of two sources: a contracting sill and a ring-fault. The sill is represented as an 136 

ellipse composed of 24 triangular dislocations and the ring-fault is simulated as a truncated 137 

cone or a cylinder composed of 224 triangular dislocations. We also accounted for the 138 

effect of topography in the model, by simulating the Earth’s surface as a traction-free crack 139 

(Cayol and Cornet, 1998). To mimic the real surface topography at Tendürek, we 140 

constructed a mesh of 3881 triangular dislocations from the SRTM digital elevation model 141 

(Farr et al., 2007).  142 

We defined the model ring-fault by starting with two ellipses, one above the other. 143 

These ellipses represent the upper and lower edges (i.e. tip lines) of the ring-fault. The 144 

surface of the ring-fault was then linearly interpolated between these two ellipses. 145 
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Therefore, the geometry of the ring-fault surface only depends on the parameters of the 146 

two ellipses, variation of which allows for variable dip-angles around the fault’s 147 

circumference. To determine the general source geometry of the sill and the ring-fault, we 148 

used a uniform traction constraint as the boundary condition in the dip direction of the ring-149 

fault and in the direction normal to the sill (Fig. 2a).  150 

By systematically changing the parameters of the simulated sill and the ring-fault, we 151 

solved for the optimum model parameters that best explain the mean surface 152 

displacement velocities observed in radar line-of-sight (LOS) from the ascending and 153 

descending tracks. However, due to the geophysical ambiguity of the problem, there might 154 

be various combinations of model parameters that similarly well explain the data. 155 

Consequently, it is important to repeat the search for the model parameters numerous 156 

times to estimate a volume, rather than a single point, of the potential solution space. To 157 

address this optimization problem, we used the genetic algorithm (Holland, 1975) with the 158 

following parameters: 40 starting models (chromosomes), 50 iterations, a selection value 159 

of 0.5 and a mutation rate (Haupt and Haupt, 2004) of 0.22. This algorithm approaches the 160 

optimum solution by selecting the models that best explain the observed signal. 161 

Consecutive combination and random changes (mutation) of these models’ parameters 162 

then create a new set (generation) of models that are evaluated again. This process is 163 

iterated until the model parameters converge to a narrow range of values. We undertook 164 

twenty repetitions of the search for the optimum model setup, which in total consists of 165 

eighteen parameters (Tab. 1). We estimated model uncertainties of the final source 166 

geometries by calculating an envelope that is defined by the meshes of optimum sill and 167 

ring-fault models within the 5% and 95% percentiles of all twenty optimizations. 168 
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 169 

Fig. 2 (color, 2 columns): Model and experiment setups:  170 

a) BEM model setup in perspective view, showing the meshes of the topography 171 

(transparent), the ring-fault and the sill-like source. Black dots mark the surface trace 172 

of the ‘ring-like residual’ (see main text for details). 173 

b) Setup of the analog subsidence experiment in cross section and plan view. Note 174 

the off-centered point of depletion (conduit) of the elliptical honey reservoir. 175 

 176 

3.3. Analog experiments 177 

Analog experiments of caldera subsidence are here used in complementary fashion 178 

to test the plausibility of the ring fault architecture that is resolved by the BEM model and 179 

to gain insights into the fault’s development. In particular, quantification of surface 180 

displacements and structural kinematics during an experiment enables a detailed 181 

comparison to similar observations in the BEM model and in nature (LeCorvec et al., 182 

2014). 183 

 The analog experiment setup consisted of a sand/gypsum pack that lay on top of a 184 

table and enclosed a sill-like honey reservoir (Fig. 2b). The reservoir could be drained via 185 

a honey conduit (diameter 0.8 cm) by unplugging a pipe passing through the bottom of the 186 

table. Although this set-up is typical of many previous works (Roche et al 2000, Holohan et 187 

al., 2008, Holohan et al., 2013), we here include an off-centered conduit - a factor not 188 
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previously tested in the literature. As discussed later, an off-centered conduit or depletion 189 

source may be a contributory factor to the pattern of ring-faulting at Tendürek, although not 190 

an essential one. 191 

In total we ran twelve experiments. These have been scaled geometrically such that 192 

1 cm in the experiment is approximately 1 km in nature (see Holohan et al., (2008) for 193 

details). The 2 cm thick, elliptical reservoir lay at a depth of 3 cm with major axis of A = 194 

11.5 cm and minor axis of B = 8 cm. The roof thickness is equivalent to the reservoir 195 

depth. The roof thickness to reservoir diameter ratio in the experiment hence varied 196 

circumferentially between T/A = 0.26 and T/B = 0.38. The geometries of the reservoir and 197 

its roof at Tendürek before formation of the ring-fault are unknown. Therefore, we assume 198 

firstly that the magma body’s lateral dimensions of 14 x 10 km (A/B = 1.4), which is similar 199 

to the area encompassed by the arcuate fracture system and which is approximated by a 200 

experimental A/B = 1.4. We assume secondly that this body was emplaced in the brittle 201 

upper crust at a depth between 2 – 15 km (Watts and Burov, 2003), from which one 202 

arrives at a possible roof thickness to reservoir diameter range of 0.14- 2.0. Our 203 

experiments are thus limited to considering the lower (i.e., shallower) end of this range. 204 

Horizontal displacements of the sand/gypsum surface could be quantified by means 205 

of digital image correlation of plan view images taken every 60s with an overhead camera 206 

(see Holohan et al., (2013) for details). Gradients in these horizontal surface 207 

displacements were used to calculate rotation (
y

u

x

v
Erot 







 ) and dilatation 208 

(
y

v

x

u
Edil 







 ). Therefore, rotational components along fault-scarps can be interpreted 209 

as indicating sinistral (anti-clockwise) or dextral (clockwise) strike-slip. Dilatation, i.e. 210 

contraction or expansion, along fault scarps can be interpreted as indicating reverse or 211 

normal slip. To validate such interpretations of surface observations, and to resolve the 212 
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three-dimensional geometry of the related structures, the sand/gypsum packs were 213 

soaked with water and orthogonal cross-sections were cut through them.  214 

4. Results 215 

4.1. InSAR displacements and analytical models 216 

In order to describe the data modelled, and to later highlight the improvements made 217 

in using more complex BEM models and analog experiments to explain these data, we first 218 

provide a summary of the main results of our previous article on Tendürek volcano (Bathke 219 

et al., 2013).  220 

For both satellite tracks, we calculated the best-fit linear component (least squares) 221 

of the displacement rate from the SBAS time-series analysis (Fig. 3a,b). The displacement 222 

rate shows an elliptical pattern that covers the volcano edifice and reaches a maximum of 223 

~11 mm/yr in radar line-of-sight at the volcano summit. After decomposing the line-of-sight 224 

displacement rates into vertical and E-W horizontal components (Fig. 3c,d), it becomes 225 

evident that the displacement velocities are composed of a vertical subsidence with a 226 

maximum rate of ~10 mm/yr and a strong, westward-directed horizontal motion with a 227 

maximum of ~7 mm/yr.  228 

Previous analytical source modeling (Bathke et al., 2013) that involved a single 229 

rectangular dislocation source showed that an optimum sub-horizontal sill-like source 230 

would be located beneath the western crater at 0.8 to 3.0 km below sea level (or 4.3- 6.5 231 

km below the summit), with a spatial extent of 6 x 7 km and an annual contraction of ~1-3 232 

cm normal to the rectangular dislocation (Supplement Fig. S1). Comparing this optimum 233 

model’s surface displacements (Supplement Fig. S1b) to the observed surface 234 

displacements, we get the residual surface displacements, i.e. those that cannot be 235 

explained by the sill-like source. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of this optimum 236 

model is 0.62 (Supplement Figure S2a, S1c). The residuals contain a ring-like zone of high 237 
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gradients in displacement that closely follow the arcuate fracture system observed at 238 

surface (Fig. 1) (Bathke et al., 2013). We call this feature the ‘ring-like residual’ in the 239 

following sections. 240 

 241 

Fig. 3 (color, 2 columns): InSAR data:  242 

Surface displacement velocity data in satellite line-of-sight from SBAS time-series 243 

analysis of Envisat data. The data span the time periods 2004-2009 and 2003-2010 244 

for the ascending (a) and descending (b) tracks, respectively.  245 

(c) Horizontal and (d) vertical surface displacement velocities at Tendürek volcano 246 

between 2003 and 2010 from Envisat SAR data. Light grey dots mark the gradient in 247 

residual displacement (ring-like residual) of past sill-only model and are coincident 248 
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with the volcano’s arcuate fracture system. Thin black lines mark inferred or observed 249 

faults from Fig. 1. 250 

 251 

4.2. Boundary Element Method: Sill and Ring‐fault model 252 

4.2.1. Model geometry 253 

For computational convenience, we constrained the upper ellipse of the model ring fault to 254 

have the same shape as the ‘ring-like residual’ described above, i.e., the possible surface 255 

expression of the Tendürek ring-fault (see black dots in Fig. 3). In addition, we fixed the 256 

center of the upper ellipse, but allowed its outline to scale in x- and y- directions. The 257 

vertical position of the upper ellipse could not lie above 2.4 km a.s.l., while that of the lower 258 

ellipse could not lie below 3 km b.s.l. This is because intersection of the ring-fault with the 259 

free surface or the sill would have been numerically unstable. All other aspects of the ring 260 

fault were free to vary. For the sill, the only constraint was that the dip should not exceed 261 

25° (i.e. it should be near- horizontal). 262 

The optimum combined ring-fault (dark grey) and sill (dark red) solution with the 263 

above-mentioned constraints is shown in Fig. 4a, below the topographic mesh of the 264 

volcano edifice (orange). The light grey and red volumes show the locations and 265 

orientations of alternative ring-fault and sill geometries, respectively, that similarly well 266 

explain the observed data (i.e. with similarly satisfactory misfit values, see percentiles of 267 

model parameters in Table 1). 268 

A consistent feature of all the different ring-fault geometries is that the ring-fault is 269 

outward-inclined below the western flank of the volcano and is inward-inclined on the 270 

opposite side, below the eastern flank of the volcano (Fig. 4a). Below the southern and 271 

northern flanks the ring fault is consistently outward-inclined. The absolute dip values on 272 

different sides of the ring-fault are not well constrained. In the East and in the West, they 273 
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vary between ~25° and 65° (Supplement Tab. S1). In the North and South, the dip values 274 

range from ~30°- 80°, and are, in general, steeper than those in the West and East. 275 

The upper and lower edges of the optimum ring-fault are located at 1.75 km and 0.25 276 

km above sea level (a.s.l.), respectively. The uniform shear-traction of -91 KPa of the 277 

optimum ring-fault in the model, results in a maximum slip rate of 5 mm/yr in the dip-278 

direction (Fig. 4b). The optimum elliptic sill in the model possesses major and minor axes 279 

of 2.72 km and 1.8 km, respectively, and a dip-angle of 18° towards the east. It is located 280 

at a depth of 2.5 km below sea level (b.s.l.) or equivalently, ~5.9 km beneath the western 281 

summit crater of the volcano. The uniform normal traction of -10.1 MPa of the optimum sill 282 

results in a maximum closing rate of ~30 cm/yr (Fig. 4b, Table 1). In terms of the geodetic 283 

moments calculated through modeling, we estimate a relative contribution of 22% for the 284 

ring-fault and 78% for the sill-like source. The geodetic moments of the sill and the ring-285 

fault in all twenty models are shown in Supplement Fig. S6b. From these, it is clear that 286 

the contribution of the ring-fault to the total moment can vary between 14% and 35%. 287 

However, the relative contribution of the ring-fault to the surface displacement is likely to 288 

be underestimated by the geodetic moment as the ring fault is shallower than the sill.  289 

 290 

Fig. 4 (color, 2 columns): BEM modeling results:  291 
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a) Plan view: The dark grey mesh and the dark red mesh show the geometry of the 292 

ring-fault and the sill-like source that best explain the observed displacement velocity. 293 

The thick black lines mark the upper edge of the ring-fault. The light grey and red 294 

polygons show the range of alternative and similarly-well fitting mesh geometries. 295 

Bottom: Perspective view, color coding same as plan view, but also with the 296 

topography of Tendürek volcano in orange. b) Dip- and c) strike-slip components 297 

(dextral-blue, sinistral-red) of the displacement rate along the triangular dislocations 298 

of the optimum ring-fault model. Also shown is the closing rate along the triangular 299 

dislocations of the sill. 300 

 301 

4.2.2. Distribution of slip on the model ring‐fault 302 

The slip rates in the dip-direction and strike-direction of the triangular dislocations 303 

that comprise the optimum model ring-fault are shown in Fig. 4b, c. The dip-slip 304 

component is largest, at about 5 mm/yr, in the eastern and the western sectors of the ring-305 

fault. Slip sense is reverse on the outward-inclined western segments, and is normal on 306 

the inward inclined eastern segments. For the strike-slip component, there are two 307 

regimes of slip-sense: sinistral slip along the southern half of the ring-fault and dextral slip 308 

along the northern half. 309 

4.2.3. Model surface displacements 310 

The synthetic displacements of the optimum sill and ring-fault in the model fit the 311 

elliptic shape of the observed displacement velocities very well (RMSE of 0.57, 312 

Supplement Figure S2a) (Fig. 5). A spatially correlated ring-like feature remains in the 313 

residuals, just inside the trace of the arcuate fracture system, but its values, which are 314 

within +/-3 mm for the ascending track and within +/-5 mm for the descending track 315 

(Fig.3c), are close to the noise level of the data (Bathke et al., 2013). In close agreement 316 
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with observations from InSAR (Fig. 3c) the synthetic surface displacements from our 317 

optimum ring-fault and sill in the BEM model (Fig. 6a, black vectors) show that there is 318 

systematic westward horizontal movement towards the summit of the volcano.  319 

 320 

Fig. 5 (color, 2 columns): BEM model synthetic displacements:  321 

a) Synthetic surface displacement of our optimum deformation source model (BEM), 322 

which is composed of a sill-like source and a ring-fault, projected in the radar line-of-323 

sight. The position and orientation of the optimum sill and ring-fault are superimposed 324 

in light grey, where the thick black line marks the upper edge of the ring-fault. 325 

b) Bottom panels: Residual displacements between observation (Fig. 3a, b) and BEM 326 

model (RMSE of 0.57). Light grey dots mark the gradient in residual (ring-like 327 

residual) that is observed when using a sill-only model and that coincides locally with 328 
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an arcuate fracture system on the volcano. Thin black lines mark inferred or 329 

observed faults from Fig. 1. 330 

 331 

4.2.4. Tests for alternative sources  332 

Using the BEM, we tested if other source setups could also satisfactorily explain the 333 

observed displacement signal. Firstly, we tested for a sill-like source only, under the 334 

consideration of realistic topography. However, throughout various results the ring-like 335 

residual is noticeably larger (RMSE of 0.68, Supplement Figure S2a, S3) when compared 336 

to the models that include the ring-fault. Secondly, we tested an extended ellipsoidal 337 

source of deformation. In this case, large residual displacements appear on the volcano 338 

flanks. These are mostly caused by overestimated horizontal displacements. Also, the 339 

ring-like residual is more pronounced than in the model with a ring fault (RMSE of 0.66, 340 

Supplement Figure S2a, S4). Consequently we discard a sill-only source or an extended 341 

volumetric body as a viable source set-up.  342 

Finally, we tested if only the ring-fault under the realistic topography could explain the 343 

observed data. We find that the point of maximum subsidence on the western summit is 344 

largely underestimated by 60-70%. Therefore, the sill-like source in combination with the 345 

ring-fault is essential in the source setup. 346 
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 347 

Fig. 6 (color, 2 columns): Cumulative strain components:  348 
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Cumulative rotational (left) and dilatational (right) horizontal strain components on the 349 

surfaces of the BEM and analogue experiments: a) the optimum BEM model 350 

(normalized to the maximum), b) the analog experiment at an early stage and (c) at 351 

an intermediate stage. Maximum subsidence in b) and c) is ~2 & 8 mm, respectively. 352 

The white dashed line shows the outline of the underlying honey reservoir. The white 353 

circle indicates the approximate position of the off-centered conduit at depth. The 354 

black arrows show the vectors of the horizontal surface displacements.  355 

 356 

4. 3. Analog experiments 357 

Deformation in our analog experiments began with initial sagging of the roof above 358 

the reservoir, as is typical for a low thickness/diameter ratio of the roof (T/D < 4) (see also 359 

Roche et al., 2000; Kennedy et al., 2004). Subsidence produced a central area of 360 

horizontal contraction surrounded by a peripheral area of horizontal extension (Fig. 6b). 361 

The area of extension often contained a ring-like or arcuate system of small tension 362 

fractures. With continued depletion of the honey reservoir, an inner ring-fault associated 363 

with mainly horizontal contraction developed (Fig 6c). This was closely followed by the 364 

development of outer ring-like or arcuate faults associated with horizontal extension, which 365 

in some cases ultimately localized as one main outer ring fault (Fig. 7).  366 

Following ring-fault formation, the analog roofs typically subsided such that the area 367 

of maximum subsidence was off-centered with respect to the reservoir outline. This is 368 

often referred to as ‘asymmetric’ or ‘trapdoor’ subsidence in the caldera literature (see 369 

Lipman, 1997). Intriguingly, the maximum subsidence of a roof with an off-centered 370 

conduit was located near the conduit in most cases (8 of 12 models run here). 371 

Such off-centered collapse commonly led to a horizontal translation of the roof block 372 

within the central ring fault (Fig. 6c). This translation was usually ultimately directed 373 

towards the point of maximum subsidence, i.e. towards the off-centered conduit. In the 374 
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example shown here (Fig 6c), the horizontal translation is directed westwards, which 375 

results in mirrored dextral and sinistral strike-slip components along the ‘northern’ and 376 

‘southern’ sections of the ring-fault, respectively. 377 

The cross-sections (Fig. 7) through such a markedly off-centered (or ‘asymmetric’) 378 

collapse show that, near the ‘western’ area of maximum subsidence, the inner ring fault 379 

dips outward and has a reverse slip sense. On the opposite ‘eastern’ side of the reservoir 380 

roof, the inner ring fault dips inward and has a normal slip sense (Fig. 7, Profile A-B). In 381 

contrast the ‘northern’ and ‘southern’ segments of the inner ring-fault are both outward 382 

dipping and have an oblique-reverse slip-sense (Fig. 7, Profile D-C). Also noteworthy here 383 

is that the inner ring fault is rooted at depth to the analog reservoir’s lateral margins. 384 

 385 

Fig. 7 (color, 2 columns): Cross sections and 3D reconstruction of a ring-fault in a 386 

representative analog experiment 387 

The upper left image is a plan view of the final collapse structure (max. subsidence = 388 

c. 17 mm). Illumination is from the bottom left. The black lines mark the locations of 389 

the cross sections shown to the right. The A-B cross section shows that the inner 390 

ring-fault comprises an inward-inclined normal segment at the trapdoor 'hinge' on the 391 
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right side of the reservoir roof and an outward-inclined reverse segment on the left 392 

side. In the section D-C, the inner ring-fault is outward-inclined and reverse on both 393 

sides of the roof. It also has a strong strike-slip component (see Fig. 6c). Note that 394 

the inner ring fault visible in the plan-view image is the dominant structure in the 395 

cross-sections in terms of displacement. The outer ring fault splays from the inner 396 

ring fault at the hinge, but it and the other faults in the extension zone are much less 397 

significant in terms of displacement. The lower left image is a schematic sketch of the 398 

inner ring-fault in three dimensions. 399 

5. Discussion 400 

In this work we describe the deformation at Tendürek volcano in eastern Turkey, and 401 

explain it as a consequence of a shrinking reservoir and a fully slipping ring-fault. We 402 

derive these insights from a combination of geodetic (InSAR) data, analog subsidence 403 

experiments and numerical boundary element modeling.  404 

In earlier works, ring-fault activity could be inferred based on deformation data, but a 405 

near complete ring of faulting was not identified as in our case. During inflation periods 406 

measured by InSAR at Sierra Negra volcano, Galapagos (Amelung et al., 2000, Jónsson, 407 

2009), for instance, only a small part of a ring-fault ruptured or slipped, leading to a simple 408 

trapdoor-faulting episode. The trapdoor-faulting was simulated by analytical modelling 409 

techniques based on rectangular dislocations in a homogeneous elastic half-space. 410 

Similarly, Ronchin et al., (2013) used the Finite Element Method and seismic tomographic 411 

data from Rabaul caldera, Papua New Guinea, to constrain its heterogeneous subsurface 412 

geometry as well as the extent of a magma body. Then they used leveling data to invert for 413 

the pressure change within the inflating magma body and for slip on a rectangular 414 

dislocation that again represented only a segment of the caldera ring-fault. Additionally, 415 
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the interaction of the fault segments with the underlying magma body at depth was not 416 

fully accounted for in either of these studies. 417 

Our study considers interaction of a ring-fault and a contracting sill-like source as well 418 

as the effect of topography (see also Supplement section 1). This level of complexity was 419 

possible by applying the BEM technique, similar to an earlier study of a subsidence period 420 

at Campi Flegrei (Beauducel et al., 2004). A difference to this earlier modeling work is that 421 

our work allowed for outward and inward dipping ring-fault geometries, as well as a strike-422 

slip component of motion. The latter, in particular, led us to draw important conclusions for 423 

the general behavior of ring-faults (see below). 424 

5.1. BEM modeling assumptions 425 

Our models give new insights into the deformation sources acting at Tendürek. 426 

Nevertheless, the modeling results depend on the model assumptions and the applied 427 

boundary conditions. Changing these might affect the optimum parameter values.  428 

We here take into account the effect of topography and the interaction of complex 429 

sources, but not the effects of a heterogeneous crust. Although the latter might change the 430 

modeling results somewhat (Manconi et al., 2010; Wauthier et al., 2012), we do not have 431 

further constraints on the sub-surface crustal properties, e.g. from seismic or gravimetric 432 

data, so we assumed them to be homogeneous for simplicity.  433 

We assume a constant dip-angle with depth along the ring-fault. This is unlikely to be 434 

true in reality, as seen in analog (e.g. Fig. 7 here) and numerical models (e.g.: Holohan et 435 

al., 2011) and as inferred at Rabaul caldera for instance (Saunders, 2001). Given the lack 436 

of independent constraints (from e.g. seismicity) at Tendurek, however, the computational 437 

effort of resolving such more complex models would be unrewarding at this stage. 438 

An alternative source process to explain the ’ring-like residual’ in the past sill-only 439 

model could be the compaction of caldera infill against a buried ring-fault scarp. However, 440 
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we think that this is unlikely to be the main process generating the ’ring-like residual’ at 441 

Tendürek. Based on our models of displacement along a buried fault, which should be 442 

broadly similar in effect to compaction against a buried fault scarp, the predominantly 443 

westward horizontal movement of the area within the ring-like residual appears to demand 444 

subsidence against a boundary that has a large overhang and a km-scale vertical extent. 445 

Preservation of such a large and shallowly-overhanging fault scarp seems unlikely; such 446 

scarp geometries are gravitationally highly unstable (see Geshi et al., 2002). 447 

5.2. New insights into the deep structure of Tendürek volcano 448 

The BEM models resolve the three-dimensional architecture of the ring-fault beneath 449 

Tendürek to be compatible with a ‘sliding trapdoor’ subsidence mechanism. Although the 450 

absolute dip angles along the ring-fault (Table S1) are not well constrained by surface 451 

displacements alone, there are several main features in the overall ring-fault geometry that 452 

were present in every model. Firstly and most importantly, the ring-fault architecture 453 

comprises segments that are inward-inclined and normal at the eastern volcano flanks and 454 

outward-inclined and reverse under the western volcano flanks. Secondly, segments along 455 

the northern and southern volcano flanks are resolved to be vertical or outward-inclined, 456 

with oblique-reverse or strike-slip slip senses (Fig. 4, 6a). Thirdly, the strike-slip 457 

component along these segments is mirrored across an E-W axis running parallel to the 458 

long axis of the ring fault’s elliptical shape in plan-view. This circumferential variation in the 459 

ring fault’s three dimensional geometry and slip-sense accounts for the predominantly 460 

westward-directed horizontal motion seen in the InSAR data within the ring-fault (Fig. 3, 4, 461 

6). 462 

The data fit of the BEM model (18 model parameters; RMSE of 0.57, Fig. 5) is only 463 

slightly better than that of the simple analytical inversions made previously by using a 464 

rectangular dislocation in a half-space (10 model parameters; RMSE of 0.62, Supplement 465 
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Fig. 1). As there is strong geologic and geodetic evidence for the existence of a ring-fault, 466 

however, the more complex BEM model presented here is more physically meaningful. 467 

The inclusion of the ring-fault in source modeling affects the dimensions, but not the 468 

position, of the optimum sill-like source inferred in our earlier study (Bathke et al., 2013). 469 

The sill’s dimensions decreased from 6.4 x 7.3 km to 2.7 x 1.8 km. The total volume 470 

change over seven years increased from ~ 31055.429.3   km³ as previously estimated to 471 

~ 3108.791.4   km³ for the updated BEM models. The reduced size of the sill-like source 472 

in the new model is simply the consequence of an additional source, the ring-fault, which 473 

can independently account for a substantial portion of the observed surface 474 

displacements. 475 

The tilt of the sill towards the East in our BEM models acts to account for some of the 476 

predominantly westward horizontal motion within the ring fault. One explanation for this is 477 

that the model ring fault is under-displaced with respect to nature, such that the model sill 478 

becomes tilted in order to help reproduce the asymmetric surface displacements. 479 

Supporting this interpretation is the fact that in models with a horizontal sill (Supplement 480 

Fig. S7), the dip-slip and strike-slip components on the ring-fault are noticeably (30-40%) 481 

larger compared to those in the models with a tilted sill. In addition, the analog 482 

experiments produce a similar ring-fault structure and a similar displacement pattern to 483 

that observed, but with a horizontal sill. 484 

We tested again if the volume change of the sill-like source might be reasonable for a 485 

cooling magmatic sill (see also Bathke et al., 2013). Assuming that the sill had a 486 

conservative initial thickness of ~30 m, the total initial volume of the magma body was 0.12 487 

km³ meaning that a 4.1- 6.5% volumetric change (previously 0.2% assuming 50 m 488 

thickness) of this body would account for the estimated absolute volume change, during 489 

the time of our observation as constrained by InSAR. This volumetric change can still be 490 
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explained by cooling and crystallization of liquid basaltic melt (density ~2,600 kg/m³) to 491 

solid gabbro (density ~3,100 kg/m³), which in the limit may result in a volume reduction of 492 

up to 7-16 % (Sigmundsson et al., 1997; Shirzaei et al., 2013; Bathke et al., 2013). 493 

Although a contribution to the observed displacement field from other naturally connected 494 

processes like hydrothermal activity and alteration (Tendürek shows fumarolic activity 495 

(Ölmez et al., 1994)) cannot be precluded, the volume reduction attributable to the sill-like 496 

source is plausible for a cooling-contracting magmatic sill. 497 

5.3. Ring‐fault generation 498 

The analog experiments shown here produce almost identical ring-fault geometry 499 

and kinematics to those in the boundary element models, and so they clearly support the 500 

structural plausibility of the resolved ring-fault architecture. They also reveal several 501 

insights into how such an architecture may have developed at Tendürek and elsewhere. 502 

Firstly, the arcuate fractures at the surface and the ‘ring-like residual’ of the past sill-503 

only models (Supplement S1) have been used to initially construct the outline of the ring-504 

fault in our new models. The modeling results reveal, however, that the projection of the 505 

ring-fault to the surface does not coincide with the initially assumed fault position. This can 506 

be explained if the arcuate fractures at surface represent a peripheral extension zone 507 

rather than the trace of the ring-fault (Fig. 8). This hypothesis is supported by our analog 508 

experiments where it is clear that the trace of the inner, outward-inclined, reverse ring-fault 509 

lies within an outer ring of extensional fractures (Fig. 6c). The fractures on Tendürek’s 510 

flanks here correspond to the outer or peripheral fracture system, where inward-inclined 511 

normal faults may form with further subsidence (Fig. 7). 512 

Secondly, low dip angles along the ring-fault in the BEM models could represent the 513 

upper part of the ring-fault, which steepens with depth as can be seen from the analog 514 

experiments (Fig. 7, 8). 515 
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Thirdly, it is unlikely that the current sill inferred below Tendürek is representative of 516 

the magma chamber at the time of the formation of the ring-fault. The analog experiments 517 

show that the lower edge of the ring-fault is rooted to the lateral edge of a reservoir of 518 

similar diameter. In contrast, the ring-fault in the numerical models does not project down 519 

to the lateral edge of the sill-like source; rather, it is of a much greater diameter. Therefore, 520 

we infer that the ring-fault at Tendürek developed during ancient times by the depletion of 521 

an old magma-reservoir of a dimension that was similar to the diameter of the lower edge 522 

of the optimum modeled BEM ring-fault (Fig. 8). This is consistent with the blocking of old 523 

(probably > 13,000 years) summit derived lavas by the arcuate fracture system on the 524 

eastern flank of the volcano (Bathke et al., 2013). The depth of this ancient reservoir is 525 

unclear, because the ability to constrain the BEM models by surface displacement data 526 

only, is limited at greater depths. We suspect that this old ring-fault is presently being 527 

reactivated by a younger, cooling, and contracting sill.  528 

 529 

Fig. 8 (black-white, 2 columns): Schematic West-East cross-section through 530 

Tendürek volcano: 531 

Shown are the inferred ring-fault geometry and the sill location. Note the vertical 532 

exaggeration by a factor of two. The geologic units are projected from data of (Yılmaz 533 
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et al., 1998). The light grey polygons show the uncertainty in the location and 534 

geometry of the sill and the ring-fault based on our numerical modeling results. The 535 

dashed ellipse marks the speculative location, size and shape of an ancient magma 536 

reservoir whose evacuation caused the ring-fault to develop. 537 

 538 

Fourthly, the analog experiments show that the formation of the ‘sliding trapdoor’ ring 539 

fault architecture at Tendürek may have been associated with strongly off-centered (or 540 

‘asymmetric’) subsidence of the original magma chamber roof. While past results show 541 

that such asymmetric or trapdoor ring-fault geometry can form spontaneously (Roche et al. 542 

2000; Holohan et al. 2013), our new results here indicate that it is favored by an off-543 

centered conduit. Assuming the original ring fault geometry is the same as that resolved 544 

today, it seems possible that the lateral position of the conduit during ring-fault formation 545 

was similar to the current off-centered position of the younger and deeper sill below the 546 

western volcano summit crater. This might indicate a long-term stability in the lateral 547 

position of the deep-level magma feeding system at Tendürek. Alternatively, or perhaps 548 

complementarily, it may be that reactivation of the currently resolved trapdoor-like ring-549 

fault, or perhaps even an asymmetric reactivation of an initially symmetric ring-fault 550 

system, could be currently promoted by the off-centered position of the present-day sill.  551 

The reactivation of the ring fault at Tendürek seems to be in its early phases. If it 552 

continues into the future, one could expect more distinct fault scarps to eventually form at 553 

the volcano surface. It remains unknown whether there has been any seismic activity 554 

along the ring-fault or underneath the volcano. A detailed seismological study at Tendürek 555 

has not been conducted so far, but our results indicate that it could be a fruitful subject of 556 

future research. 557 
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5.4. Three‐dimensional ring fault architecture at other ancient or active volcanoes 558 

Finally, it is worth noting that the resolved ``sliding trapdoor'' type ring-fault 559 

architecture at Tendürek is similar to that inferred by other approaches at several other 560 

caldera volcanoes. Examples based on field-evidence and interpreted through analog 561 

models include ring-faults in the active calderas of Fernandina in the Galapagos Islands 562 

(Fig. 9a) (Howard, 2010) and Mijakejima in Japan (Holohan et al 2013). A particularly good 563 

example is the ring-fault system that accommodated much of the subsidence of the 564 

ancient Glen Coe caldera in Scotland (Fig. 9b). Here, exceptional field exposures reveal 565 

the ring-fault to be outward dipping on its northeastern side and inward dipping on its 566 

southwestern side. Dips measured on the northwestern and southeastern sides are near 567 

vertical. A similar asymmetric fault-geometry has been also inferred from modeling of 568 

associated seismicity occurring in 1996 at Bárðarbunga caldera, Iceland (Fichtner and 569 

Tkalčić, 2010). Here the ring-fault is thought to be outward-inclined and reverse in the 570 

West and vertical and normal in the East (Fig. 9c). Interestingly, the distribution of 571 

epicenters of more recent earthquakes related to a significant episode of magma migration 572 

at Bárðarbunga, appear to be compatible with this ring fault geometry, in that they lie 573 

almost exclusively beyond and within the caldera on the NW and SE sides, respectively 574 

(Sigmundsson et al., 2015).  575 

These examples suggest that sliding-trapdoor ring-fault geometries may be common 576 

in nature, at least where subsidence relative to reservoir diameter is relatively small. Such 577 

fault geometries may be also characteristic of non-volcanic subsidence phenomena, such 578 

as sinkhole formation or mine collapse. Importantly, such ring-fault geometries and their 579 

attendant strike-slip components have to date not been considered in inversions of 580 

earthquake source mechanisms at volcanoes (see Shuler et al., (2013) for overview). In 581 

agreement with a similar conclusion of Holohan et al., (2013), our results suggest that 582 
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allowing for non-conical and non-dip-slip ring-fault geometries in such inversions may be 583 

an important step for more realistic earthquake source mechanism investigations. 584 

 585 

Fig. 9 (black-white, 1.5 columns): Other ‘asymmetric’ or ‘sliding-trapdoor’ ring-fault 586 

geometries in nature:  587 

a) Cross-section through Fernandina caldera, Galapagos, showing asymmetric 588 

trapdoor-like faulting along a ring-fault, modified after (Howard, 2010; Holohan et al., 589 

2011). Dashed line indicates the position of the pre-collapse caldera floor (Simkin 590 

and Howard 1970, Science). 591 

b) Cross-section through Glen Coe caldera, Scotland with the geologically 592 

determined ring-fault geometry modified after (Clough et al., 1909). The newer maps 593 

of (Moore and Kokelaar, 1998) contain more structural detail in the central region of 594 

the caldera, but the main attributes of the main ring-fault are unchanged. 595 

c) Schematic cross-section through Bárðarbunga volcano, Iceland, with the ring-fault 596 

geometry inferred from 1996 seismic activity by (Fichtner and Tkalčić, 2010). The 597 

bedrock below the Vatnajökull glacier is shown in grey (Gudmundsson and 598 
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Högnadóttir, 2007) and its surface is vertically exaggerated by a factor of 2. Note that 599 

the depth and vertical extent of the ring-fault are not well constrained. 600 

6. Conclusions 601 

(1) We have used for the first time a combination of numerical modeling of spatially 602 

dense geodetic data and analog subsidence experiments to reveal the three dimensional 603 

geometry and kinematics of a sub-surface ring fault at a historically active volcano.  604 

(2) The geometry of the numerically modeled ring-fault at Tendürek is a ‘sliding 605 

trapdoor’ architecture that comprises inward-inclined normal segments on the eastern 606 

flanks and outward-inclined reverse segments on the western volcano flanks. The slip on 607 

the ring-fault entails dextral and sinistral strike-slip components along the northern and 608 

southern half of the volcano, respectively.  609 

(3) A contracting sill-like source that is centered below the western summit, but that is 610 

off-centered with respect to the ring-fault, also is required to explain the geodetic 611 

observations.  612 

(4) The plausibility of the resolved ring fault architecture is independently supported 613 

by outcomes of analog experiments. These experiments also indicate that the sliding 614 

trapdoor-style fault architecture is generated by off-centered (or ‘asymmetric’) subsidence, 615 

which in turn may be promoted by an off-centered point of reservoir depletion.  616 

(5) Comparison to field and seismological data at Glen Coe, Fernandina and 617 

Bárðarbunga calderas indicates that such an asymmetric ring-fault geometry may be 618 

common in nature and should therefore be considered in geophysical inversions of non-619 

double couple earthquake source mechanisms at volcanoes.  620 
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Tables: 

Sill Ring-fault 

Source Parameters Opt. 

Solution 

Percentile 

(5% 95%) 

Source Parameters Opt. 

Solution 

Percentile 

(5% 95%) 

Half-axis a [km] 1.36 0.8 1.4 Upper ellipse 

x-ext.: 14 km  

y-ext.: 9.8 km 

Scaling x-axis [km] 0.8 0.7 1.0 

Half-axis b [km] 0.9 0.87 1.4 Scaling y-axis [km] 0.96 0.86 1.03 

Center position x-axis (W-E) [km] 0.35 0.0 0.76 Center depth (a.s.l.) [km] 1.75 1.5 1.9 

Center position y-axis (N-S) [km] 0.27 -0.5 1.1 Lower ellipse Center position x-axis (W-E) [km] 0.45 -0.39 1.57 

Center depth (a.s.l.) [km] -2.5 -2.2 -3.3 Center position y-axis (N-S) [km] -0.45 -1.81 -0.1 

Rotation (x-axis) [deg] 18 -15 25 Center depth (a.s.l.) [km] 0.25 -0.1 0.9 

Rotation (y-axis) [deg] 2 -3 22 Major half-axis [km] 5.9 5.1 7.0 

Rotation (z-axis) [deg] 97 97 333 Minor half-axis [km] 5.1 4.2 5.3 

Traction [MPa] -10.1 -12.3 -8.3 Dislocations Traction [MPa] -0.09 -0.05 -0.18 

Table 1.: Source parameters of the optimum sill and the ring-fault. 
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Figures: (embedded in the text as demanded by the author guide lines) 

 


